Front-to-back solutions for the Ford Police Interceptor Utility!

Consoles
Computer Mounts
Weapon Mounts
Front Partitions
Window Guards

Rear Partitions
Plastic Seats
Electronics Mounting Solutions
Cargo Area Solutions
Storage Solutions

Providing safe and comfortable products for the mobile office since 1991

Proudly Made in the USA!
CONSOLES

- Numerous Designs to Accommodate All Your Operational Needs!
- Welded Steel Construction for Years of Service and Durability!
- Precision Fit Ensures a Professional Appearance!
- Console Design Allows Easy Relocation of OEM Electronics!
- Wide Variety of Console Accessories to Add Functionality!
- No cutting or drilling installation!
- Console comes pre-assembled to reduce installation time!
- Universal consoles available! Call customer service for more information.

CC-20-UV10-L8, Sloped Console
CC-20FDUV-22, Level Console
CC-20-UVLP-17, Low-Profile Console
CC-UV20-L-18, L-Shape Console
• Non-intrusive design allows plenty of room for passenger or field training officer!

• Solutions available to mount computers to console top, console side, passenger seat and cargo area!

• Designed for one-handed operation. Enhanced driver safety!

• Choose between swing arm or sliding arm!

• Designs available for laptops, tablets, docking stations, monitors and keyboards!

• Computer mount ships completely assembled!
Patented theft-deterrent features make TROY weapon mounts the most secure design available for law enforcement!

Partition mounting bolt holes strategically placed to be covered by the weapon lock brackets to prevent easy removal!

Various weapon lock brackets ensure a secure fit for most weapons/accessories!

Adjustable butt plates position the weapon properly for easy access!

Works with rifles with fixed- or collapsible stocks!

For rifles with optics, TROY offers a weapon lock bracket with extra pitch to provide room for bolt-on rifle accessories!

Dual and single weapon mounts available!
Airbag-Compatible Rigid Upper Wing Panels for Increased Officer-Safety

- Unique no-holes-drilled design for quick installation!
- Crawl-thru prevention bracket included!
- Window latch located out of weapon area!
- Large window improves view of back-seat area!
- Partition panel recessed for weapon mounts!
- Kick panel include big-foot pockets to optimize back-seat room!
### WINDOW GUARDS/DOOR PANEL

- Parts are powder coated in a black wrinkle finish
- Rear hatch window guard helps secures cargo area!
- Side windows guards available in polycarbonate and vertical bar.
- Steel door panels accommodate OEM speaker trim!
- Driver and passenger-side window guards are made from 14 ga. (CRS)
• No-holes drilled design. Easy to install!
• Driver and passenger-side cargo window guards are standard on all Troy rear partitions for added cargo security.
• Optional cargo side window storage compartments are available to secure a fire extinguishers and other mission critical equipment.
• Polycarbonate main window rear partitions are angled to reduce annoying headlight glare.
• Rear partition and PTS plastic seat combination are compatible with TROY storage vaults, command posts and other cargo solutions.
• NOTE: Rear cage will not work with other plastic seat manufacturers.
PLASTIC SEAT SYSTEM

PS-20-UV-OS-R, Plastic Seat with Officer-Safe Seat Belt System

- Officer-safe belt system eliminates need to reach across detainee!
- Plastic seat is made from sturdy ABS material and coated with order-resistant microbial coating!
- Seamless installation, no modifications required!
- Optional floor pan with drain plug available.
• Secure valuable cargo in a full-size storage vault without compromising space or access to the spare tire!
• Numerous storage vault configurations available!
• Storage vault include lockable draw-tight handles to prevent drawer rattle!
• Storage vaults include foam on floor, carpet on top!
• Cargo mount secures vault and lifts up to allow access to spare tire!
• No-holes-drill design. Bolts into OEM holes!
• Standard gas shock supports a load of 230 pounds!
• Gas shocks can be upgraded to increase lift load!
• Cargo mount is pre-drilled to accommodate a Troy equipment tray.
• Compatible with many Troy storage vaults, command posts and other cargo solutions!
• Precision fit-and-finish for a secure, rattle-free fit!

CP-UV20-CARGO,
Tilt-up Cargo Mount w/Gas Shocks

Elevated storage vault with equipment tray, protective fence and storage box

Easily tilts -up to allow access to spare tire.
• Choose from a variety of storage vaults to secure a wide variety of operation gear and other vital equipment while still maintaining access to the spare tire!
• Keep important equipment safe and secure in a quality TROY storage vault!
TROY PRODUCTS offer several unique solutions for the safe and secure mounting of expensive electronic components.

- No-holes drilled design!
- Spacious tray for mounting electronics!
- Easy access for service electronic equipment!
- Tray can be easily removed for servicing purposes!
- Well ventilated to help keep equipment cool!

Safe and secure mounting of valuable electronic equipment!

Several options available to meet your operational needs!

Protect expensive electronic equipment in a dedicated TROY equipment tray!

AC-20-UV-TRAY, Tilt-down Electronics Tray

CP-UV20-MNT-EB, Cargo elevated mount (electronics tray and protective fence sold separately)

AC-EB-SL-TRAY, with wired equipment

Electronics tray mounted to cargo mount
The largest assortment of officer-safe, ergonomic, high-quality, front-to-back products for public safety vehicles on the market!

All available from a single manufacturer!